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It's Never Happened in Sunny Isles Beach

Sunny Isles Beach neighbors,

Before I get to the most atrocious, disgusting, and unbelievable part of this
campaign - remember.

Election day is approaching for you to vote for your future commissioners of
seats one and three. If you haven’t voted by mail, on February 8, the polls will
be open from 7 AM to 7 PM to vote.

Mayor Goldman is attempting to Manipulate/FIX the current runoff for the
commissioner of Seat 3 with lies that may result in her being removed as the
Mayor of Sunny Isles Beach. PLEASE READ

A formal complaint was made, and an investigation is underway.

Goldman sent a letter signed as Mayor to an undisclosed list telling them that
my wife and I are anti-Semites, so they should be voting for Fabiola
Stuyvesant.

The letter mentions a local rabbi who knows of me being an anti-Semite.

Every local Rabbi was contacted. None of them said they believed I am an anti-
Semite or that Goldman had spoken to them.

Goldman lied to manipulate an election. Dirty, disgusting politics Mayor.

What Goldman doesn't know is that I was married by a Rabbi.

My ex-wife and my children are Jewish, and we celebrated Jewish traditions
and holidays. Dana, an open retraction and apology is the high road.

Goldman’s letter resulted in many emails, calls, and text messages being sent
to me. See one below.



Next, Goldman sent Fabiola Stuyvesant and her gang to crash and disrupt my
meet and greet at Winston Towers 700.

Fabiola brought in a drunk man and two women who harassed those attending.

The police removed the drunk fool but let Fabiola stay. Being rude,
crass, and disrespectful is not a crime.

Fabiola was allowed to speak to those in attendance, even though she was not
supposed to be there.

As I spoke first, Fabiola took notes of my comments.

Because Fabiola has been called Goldman’s puppet, that was the first point
Fabiola said that she wanted to make clear to everyone. 

To an audience of about 30, Fabiola said,

Yes, I was appointed by the Mayor, and I am supposed to be her puppet. I’m
supposed to do what she tells me. The room was finally quiet - in disbelief.

Fabiola doesn’t get it and is unqualified to be a commissioner.

As a commissioner, you are voted to be an individual who brings your thoughts
and views to the commission, not be the Mayor’s puppet.

We need a balance of independent commissioners. Not a group of hand-picked
order-takers.

You have a choice for who will be your commissioner at Seat Three.

Vote for Greg Capra, Seat 3 Commissioner this coming Tuesday.

My fellow citizens of Sunny Isles Beach:

I am a Jew. My parents were Jews. I went to Cheder and was a very
proud Bar Mitzvah boy. I married a Jew who was born in Tel Aviv.
One of my daughters emigrated to Israel (making Aliyah). She now
has five grown children and three grandchildren. I am a Jew by birth
heritage, with a strong relationship with the land of Israel.

I am also a proud and happy citizen of Sunny Isles Beach who has
given much to the growth of our beautiful town over the past 25 years
through the Cultural and Beautification Committee under Dave
Samson, to the Mayor’s Advisory Committee on Education under
Norman Edelcup, to the School Trust, and to the Concerned Citizens
of Sunny Isles Beach under Bud Scholl.

Because of my involvement over the years, I have had many contacts
with Candidate Greg Capra. We have become friends and he has



helped and advised me in many of my city activities. I am telling you,
my fellow citizens, that Greg is not an antisemite. He has always been
highly respectful of Jews, does not single Jews out for punishment,
and has many friends and neighbors who are Jewish.

Politics is very dirty, and some people lie and exaggerate to disparage
their opponents.  Please vote for my friend Greg Capra.

Bob Welsh

Please Vote Next Tuesday, February 8th

You are welcome to email me if you have questions or would like to

talk. Greg@gregcapra.com
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